BI Tools Comparison: Data Transformation
Power BI
Source Data Analysis
Get to grips with your source data through understanding the spread, range and cardinality of
values in each column. This can be particularly useful for report creators who don’t have a nice
neat database schema or data dictionary to explain the meaning and relationships in the data.

Data Cleansing
Report creators can easily remove duplicates, remove error rows, replace value, extract text
and format data.
Below shows cleansing (identifying and removing) company names from a contact name field:
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->

Data Transformation
There are many options to transform data through the UI, a sample of which are shown below.
For example pivot, group by, split and extract:

The example below shows merging customer records from two different tables (they could be
from completely different databases), along with the location coordinates, and creating a distinct
list for a customer location master table
Select only required columns:

Each step in the process is available to view, and return to:

We have transformed two tables into the same structure:

We can create a union of the them using the Append option:

The table is now available, here we rename it then remove duplicates to ensure we have a
distinct list:

In order to create a relationship key we can insert into other tables, we can use the Index
Column option:

We could then use the Merge option from another table to join on Customer and retrieve the
Index (ID)

Automation
Once the transformation logic is defined it is scheduled to execute on the required interval

Integrating Data
Creators can combine data from any combination of sources; once the data is ingested it is
stored in Power BI’s own in-memory model, so all data is now in the same format, The images
below shows combining on-premise SQL Server with Excel data and Azure SQL with onpremise SQL Server, but any combination is possible.

A selection of the available sources is shown below:

Lineage View
Like a human body, a business intelligence environment must be maintained to operate well.
The lineage view provides a visual map not just of the transformations in any workspace, but
how those transformation are used by reports and dashboard, as shown below. This can be
crucial in maintaining a healthy business intelligence environment.

To understand the impact of change to your Power BI architecture you can also see information
about the usage of reports and dashboards via the Usage Metrics dashboard:

Create Data Manually
A slightly guilty pleasure of Power BI is the ability to create tables manually, either by typing or
copy pasting from another source. Whilst not always advisable due to the lack of governance, it
can be a handy tool for quick one-off tasks or where time is off the essence.

Power Query M Formula Language
All transformations can be exposed to the creator as the code which they create, below showing
the code for the Promoted Headers step:

M is a functional language similar to F#. The creator does not need to understand this code at
all, but if they do they are able to manipulate it manually, extend it and write M code from
scratch.

Power Query M has over 700 functions., visible here: Understanding Power Query M functions.
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